
Order of Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Her little head with its ____________ eyes, eyes of tenderness and anger
under the black arch of fine eyebrows was very still.
1.

(deep/blue)
deep blue

They are of _______________ capacity, and they are going to be working
doctors.
2.

(fair/average)
fair average

He walked up to the table, and stood there perfectly silent pulling at his
_____________ moustaches.
3.

(white/long)long white

There unquestionably was a change in the ____________ man.4.
(big/rough)

big rough

I'm so sorry for ______________ mother.5. (dear/little)dear little

A ____________ cow was walking along ahead of them.6. (large/red)large red

Mr. Freddy stroked his _______________ moustache.7. (smart/little)smart little

He is a ______________ fat fool who knows no better.8. (poor/little)poor little

There was a door in that ____________ wall on the top of which I had sat
perched no longer gone than yesterday morning.
9.

(same/high)
same high

It was an odd expression, but I have no doubt that the ___________
gentleman to whom it was attributed made use of it.
10.

(old/fine)
fine old

But there were _______________ things about it.11. (many/strange)many strange

Here and there a ___________ rocks creep out of the forest as if to sun
themselves.
12.

(few/grey)
few grey

He was gone, and the _____________ wife was left crouching on the
floor alone.
13.

(young/poor)
poor young

___________ adherents flocked to join the Prince.14. (many/new)Many new

My _____________ excuse may be none at all in any eyes but mine.15.
(other/only)

only other
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The _____________________ action of his reign seemed to evince his
sincerity as well as his moderation.
16.

(first/considerable)
first considerable

This characteristic is written largely over the _______________ area.17.
(social/whole)

whole social

They are the officers in the ___________________ army.18.
(industrial/great)

great industrial

The _____________ cities were at the zenith of their power.19. (free/great)great free

To maintain her supremacy, Jenny kept him to the performance of
____________________ attentions, and threatened continually to turn him off
if he omitted the least of them.

20.

(innumerable/small)
innumerable small
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